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ACCEPTING WHO YOU ARE #SELFACCEPTANCE 
with Mea Allman  

  

As a #womenofkulture365 it's so important for me to stand in front of a mirror and accept the image I see 

#YourTrueSelf.... Now I've become in-tune with the true inner me #SpiritualVessel to build my #SELFESTEEM 

#SELFACCEPTANCE #SELFWORTH #SELFLOVE!  

  

Having confidence comes from within, not the reflection of our body, because our body doesn't make who we 

are. The true spirit from within and having a positive mindset will decide 

who we choose to be and the ability to act positive or negative. A     

positive #mindset allows us to receive good energy, be creative, achieve 

goals and stay healthy from within. A negative #mindset does not allow 

you to release the baggage, pain & hurt you've been holding on to that 

blocks you from having healthy life. It also leaves negative people to   

invade your space.   

  

So, having a positive #Mindset with self-acceptance to digest positive 

things from within, will glow #positivity on the outside and then our body 

will begin to heal with #SelfWorth and #SelfLove #SelfEsteem on the 

inside, to accomplish anything. My Positive Mindset allows me to walk into 

any room with my head held high and be proud of my cultural heritage, 

empower & inspire many women. Regardless of my past mistakes, chronic 

illnesses/conditions, that does not determine WHO I am today or MY   

future. You see, My Faith Mindset & Self-Acceptance is my survival tools in 

allowing me to be the best 

person I can be & live my best 

life 365.  

  

Note: Having true FAITH, positive Mindset, Self-Accepting & Self-

Love (true-self) may not come right away. It may take weeks, months 

and maybe years, but having the patience, learn from past 

experiences and positive choices, you will get there. It will also 

provide a sense of personal peace (closure) and confidence to make 

choices for a positive   journey of happiness.  

  

Make a list and work on each one at a time: Self-Acceptance, Self-

Love, taking more Me-Time to reflect with some meditation to find 

Spiritual Inner Peace. Embrace Your Culture and most of all ACEPT 

WHO YOU ARE AND ALL YOUR FLAWS, because we're not perfect 

and we will make mistakes but learning from those   mistakes makes us stronger. #LIVE #LAUGH #BEHAPPY 

and allow #LOVE in your #HEART!  
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